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How words can help your students work with numbers Grades From Introducing math journals, your students
ticket to understanding math! A math journal is one of the best ways to introduce writing into your math class.
It helps students stretch their thinking and make sense of problems that can sometimes leave them confused or
frustrated. When children write in journals, they examine, express, and keep track of their reasoning, which is
especially useful when ideas are too complex to keep in their heads. By reading their journals, you can
evaluate their progress and recognize their strengths and needs. Here are some ideas to help you get started. In
some classes, children do all of their work in their journals, using them daily during lessons to keep notes and
do problems. Other teachers have students use their journals only for particular class assignments â€” when
they give students a problem to do or a question on which to reflect. There are many ways to motivate children
to write: Problem Solving Keeping a journal can help students think through specific problems. For example,
when teaching about quadrilaterals, a sixth-grade teacher asked her students to write why a square was a
special kind of rectangle. In a third-grade class, children reported the results of their data-gathering assignment
how many times their home phone rang on the previous night, between six and eight by writing their data on
sticky pads, which they organized into a graph on the board. Before discussing the graph, the students wrote
their conclusions about the graph in their journals. Process Prompts To help students begin, you might have
them reflect daily on their processes. One first-grade teacher made journals of stapled sheets of paper. On each
sheet, children responded to two prompts: A third-grade teacher did the same thing, but also had a space for
the time at the top of each sheet, for children to practice reading the clock and recording what they saw.
Upper-grade teachers asked students to elaborate in their journals on the following prompts: Language
Experience When children are having difficulty with an assignment, encourage them to explain their thinking
to you. This allows you to gently motivate children to write, and to help them arrive at a satisfying product.
Class Discussion You also might try giving all students the same assignment and then using it for a class
discussion. Ask them to describe what they did in an activity, rather than having them describe how they
thought about a problem. For students, writing about what they think can be more difficult than describing a
concrete action. For example, after carrying out an estimation activity involving popcorn kernels, lentils, and
structural cubes, second graders were asked to describe what they had done as if they were telling their parents
what they were learning. Some children wrote detailed descriptions. Others wrote brief ones. The teacher
chose a few entries to read aloud, without using names, asking the students to listen carefully and determine
whether they could "see" what the writer had done. For each entry, the teacher asked: Was the explanation
clear? What made it clear? What more do you need to know? After the discussion, the students revised their
entries, with a better sense of the thoroughness the teacher expected. Responding to What Children Write
When reading entries, try to learn more about individual students. Think about these questions as you read: Is
the answer correct? Does the student include reasoning that supports the solution? If appropriate to the
problem, does the solution indicate use of estimation or anticipation of the magnitude of the answer? You will
most likely find that the time to give individual feedback is when you are assessing individual progress. Try to
give responses that address what they wrote. Focus on the mathematics in the task and indicate your interest in
how they think and reason, offering suggestions for further thinking. Even better, arrange time to speak
one-on-one with students about their work. Marilyn Burns is a nationally recognized mathematics educator
and the creator and founder of Math Solutions Professional Development www. Robyn Silbey is a
school-based math specialist in Montgomery County, Maryland.
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User Review - Flag as inappropriate Excellent snap shot of how arithmetic was taught over years ago. There was no
messing around then. When addition or subtraction were the topics, they were presented in their entirety, not parceled
out as 2-digit problems in grade 1, 3-digit problems in grade 2, and 4-digit problems in grade 3 as is the case in todays
elementary school math programs.

Institutes and Events Mental Math Mental math is the main form of calculation used by most people and the
simplest way of doing many calculations. However, unfortunately due to the emphasis on written computation
in many classrooms, many children believe that the correct way to calculate a simple subtraction fact such as
is to do it in the written form. Through regular experiences with mental math children come to realize that
many calculations are in fact easier to perform mentally. In addition, when using mental math children almost
always use a method which they understand unlike with written computation and are encouraged to think
actively about relationships involving the particular numbers they are dealing with. In order to be effective
Mental Math sessions should: Fill the Hundreds Chart: Leave all other pockets blank. Select 3 numerals and 3
students. Take note of students who use a count by one strategy and those who demonstrate an awareness of
the base ten patterns underlying the chart. Possible questions to involve other students: How many numbers do
we now have on our number chart? How do you know? Ask several students to explain the strategy used to
solve this problem. Ask students to suggest calculations for which the number is the answer. After 8 or 10
responses, focus in on particular columns or types of responses that you would like more of. For
example,"Give me some more addition examples", "Give me some ways which use three numbers", "Give me
an example using parentheses" etc. Record each question and answer on chart paper. Is it greater than 30? No
Is it an even number? Yes Is it a multiple of 3? No Does it have a 4 in the ones place? What is the largest? To
ensure that all students are involved have them use individual laminated charts with dry erase markers to mark
off numbers after each question is asked. Keep going until the number has been named correctly. During the
game you may also want to keep track of how many questions are asked before the number is named. Next
time you play challenge students to guess the number with fewer questions. Students must respond with an
addition fact that will make the number up to Vary the target number e.
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